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Strategize &
Plan your Azure
Cloud Journey
with Invero.
Our Windows Virtual
Desktop (WVD)
Enablement sets your
organization up for a
modern approach to
delivering Windows 10
multi-session to your users
from the Cloud.
The solution combines on-site
workshops with analysis of your
current virtual desktop
requirements in order to develop a
comprehensive governance model
and rapidly implement a pilot to
begin testing and operationalizing
your new VDI environment.

Solution Deliverables
Driving Digital Performance.

The Windows Virtual Desktop (WVD)
Enablement solution results in an operational
Pilot that will accelerate your WVD goals. The
solution includes:

WVD Workshop

A remote Teams recorded workshop around WVD. The
workshop will educate participants on how WVD works and
will do a deeper dive into the customer’s environment.

Alignment of WVD Pilot to your governance

WVD will be setup in accordance with the customers Azure
Governance and operational strategy.

A WVD Pilot Deployment

A scalable WVD Proof of Concept environment will be setup
in the customers subscription which will allow the customer
to familiarize themselves with the WVD concepts and
management features.

WVD Operationalization

WVD operations training will take place to ensure that the
customer’s team has the WVD skills readiness to be able to
support scaling, security and other WVD operational tasks.

Training, coaching and support

Invero will provide WVD commissioning and operational
support training of your WVD environment.

Our Process
A proven formula.

Step 1: WVD Project Kickoff

Our Azure Consultants and Microsoft
Specialists outline the engagement goals,
timeline and roles and responsibilities

Step 2: WVD technical Workshop

A WVD deep dive delivered through a
recorded Teams meeting to outline product
features, capabilities.

Step 3: WVD Organizational
Alignment

Stakeholder Interviews and a collaborative
workshop, to define business motivations,
use cases, value articulation and where
WVD can accelerate your application
delivery.

Step 4: WVD Pilot and
Operationalization Training

Creation of a secure WVD pilot in the
customers environment, along with setup
and management training.

Step 5: Ongoing Training,
Coaching and Support

We are here to support you for any WVD
questions you may have.

About Invero
We are a Digital Innovation Company.

Our mission:
We help forward-thinking
companies transform and
build for what’s possible.
Our experience:
Since 2010 we’ve developed
deep expertise in Azure
Migration & Optimization, Big
Data, DevOps, Digital
Workspaces, AI & ML, IoT, and
Managed Cloud Services.

Our results:
We are an award-winning
Microsoft Gold Partner, with
a track record of helping
clients rapidly achieve the
benefits of cloud solutions.

Proud to have been
recognised as:
2019 Ingram Micro Cloud Summit
Microsoft Azure Partner of the Year
– Canada
2019 Microsoft IMPACT Awards
Data Innovation Partner of the Year
Runner Up - Canada

Some of our satisfied clients:
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